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In 1927, the leading art schools of the United States were invited to participate in a contest
sponsored by the Art Students League of New York. A well-known artist and teacher, George
B. Bridgman, directed the jury that selected the best figure drawings. Afterward, Bridgman
assembled this splendid gallery of the best images from the competition.Intermediate-level
students will benefit from the study of these complete and detailed drawings. Sketches in
charcoal, pencil, wash, pen and ink, and crayon include a tremendous variety of styles, poses,
and techniques. In addition to its value as a handbook, this collection also offers an authentic
reflection of the era's excellent draftsmanship.

About the AuthorCanadian artist George Brandt Bridgman (1865-1943) studied at the École
des Beaux Arts in Paris and taught at New York City's Art Students League. Generations of
students have learned the principles of anatomy and figure drawing from his books, which rank
among Dover's most popular art instruction texts. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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Bibliographical NoteThis Dover edition, first published in 2009, is an unabridged republication
of the work originally published by Bridgman Publishers, Inc., Pelham, N.Y., in 1935 under the
title The Book of One Hundred Figure Drawings.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
DataBook of one hundred figure drawings.One hundred figure drawings / edited by George B.
Bridgman.—Dover ed.p. cm.Originally published: The book of one hundred figure drawings.
Pelham, N.Y. : Bridgman Publishers, 1935.97804861397841. Human figure in art. 2. Drawing,
American. I. Bridgman, George Brant, 1864–1943. II. Title.NC765.B6 2009743.4—
dc222009003266Manufactured in the United States by Courier
Corporation47030X01INTRODUCTIONLate in February, Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-seven,
an invitation was forwarded to the leading Art Schools in this country requesting them to
submit to a Jury, directed under the supervision of George B. Bridgman of the Art Students
League of New York, their best examples of student work completed during that year in the
various Life Classes of these Schools. The Jury selected fifty of the best figure drawings
submitted at that time.The result was, that the material was published in book form in April,
Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-seven.In September of that year a second and larger printing
was released. In April, Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-nine, this book was so much in demand
that a still larger edition was printed. The fourth edition was printed in July, Nineteen Hundred
and Thirty-one, and in November, Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-three, a fifth edition. So great
and so consistent has been the demand from individual requests, both from students and
instructors, that on January Twenty-fourth of this year, special invitations were sent to the
ranking Art Schools in the country, with the result that a tremendous amount of material was
submitted, judged and considered. From these drawings, one hundred and ten were chosen for
reproduction. Ten prizes in all were given for the best ten drawings.The Jury have expressed
their regret that so many fine contributions were not chosen because of the lack of space. An
analysis of these one hundred and ten drawings reproduced, shows a very definite impulse of
a new movement gradually taking place throughout the Art Schools in this country. The
approach is more direct and energetic; a greater diversity of style, technique and character is
very marked. As well, there is a greater variance in the work of the different individuals in the
same classes than the Jury has seen in previous reviews.This is particularly noted when one
school’s work is compared with that of another school.The drawings themselves show that
there has been a decided change of viewpoint regarding the drawing of the human figure.
Students have broken away from the old formula and rules they have heretofore been taught to
follow.Apparently it appears from the drawings submitted, that the Art Schools as a whole, are
constructive conscious. That the student is really making, or is being instructed to build his
drawings rather than relay impressions. There are on the following pages many phases and
influences, but in all a noteworthy evidence of self-expression. There is also a most striking
sympathic unity in their ideals, which is very evident in their drawings.The purpose of this book
is to show graphically, the exhibits of the finest work done in Life Classes by students in the
ranking Art Schools in this country. It is in reality a handbook of figure drawing, definitely
illustrating the varied styles, techniques and artistic expression of the human figure.In the
production of this volume, we hope that the absence of critical text will tend to encourage and
stimulate interest, offer innumerable suggestions to both student and instructor, and will only
be a forerunner of a series which will become a permanent and official guide for the
advancement and success of the various student’s work whose ability deserves recognition. It
is quite probable that this book will be looked upon in the years to come, as a most remarkable



permanent record of style technique, graphically portraying this present age of
draftsmanship.The reproductions have been made in halftone and line, direct from the originals
in charcoal, pencil, wash, pen and ink and crayon.It is regretted that our pages are limited, or
we should feel tempted to reproduce all the drawings submitted. We have, as you will note,
gone considerably over the original one hundred reproductions prescribed.We dedicate this
book to you Art Students and Instructors, who have so loyally supported and furnished the
many fine drawings herewith reproduced, and to you, we express our sincere appreciation and
thanks.THE PUBLISHERSTable of ContentsTitle PageCopyright PageINTRODUCTIONA
CATALOG OF SELECTED DOVER BOOKS IN ALL FIELDS OF INTEREST
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Laura Hunt, “It is great.. The book is beautiful and extremely helpful.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Muy bien!. el libro trae muchas figuras del cuerpo humano en diferentes
poses para poder practicar! Aunque solo sirve para copiar los dibujos o para usarlos un poco
como referencia no hay nada relacionado con proporciones o técnicas,”

iñaki, “Bueno. Una herramienta muy útil para todos aquellos que les guste el dibujo, ya sea
tanto como profesional o aficionado. Recomendable”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Bueno. Muy bueno para la práctica de dibujo. Buena impresión y tamaño
excelente para fácil manejo a la hora de trabajar con él.”
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Ananda Almeida Ramos, “Várias referências. Diversos estilos e poses”

ilham, “très bon livre. c'est un ouvrage encore assez complexe pour les débuts mais ce livre
reste très interessant . à recommander pour le dessin anatomique”

The book by Mark Esho has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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